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When I joined the company in October 1988, City Electric Supply had 14
branches in Florida with annual sales of $9 million. Fast forward 30 years and
we now have more than 550 branches across North America operating in two
countries, 30 states, and five provinces. The combine results of which will be
just shy of 1.5 billion.
This past financial year, we opened nearly 40 branches alone, and as we
head into 2019/2020, I am pleased to report that there is no slowdown on
the horizon for CES. We have set our sights high again, planning to open 40
additional locations. This continued expansion represents some great career
and growth opportunities for all team members as we continue to strongly
encourage internal promotion and advancement.
The collective performance of our branches, fueled by top-line sales growth,
provides the necessary profits that sustain and enable the company to make
key investments back into the organization. None of this would be possible
without the branch teams and supporting departments whose hard work and
dedication assist to produce these results.
Consider too, the forward thinking of the company owners, demonstrating
time and again the commitment to reinvest in the entire operation. Key
initiatives like CES Online, expansion of TAMCO, and IT development should
all be considered as tools that provide additional horsepower to support the
success of the branch network.
As we look forward to the new financial year, let us utilize all available tools
to power us to another year of double-digit growth.
In closing, I would like to express my thanks to all CES branch teams,
the accounting departments, and all other supporting departments.
Wishing everyone a very profitable year!

P hil

Fla her t y

WANT TO ADD
ARTICLES TO
THE WIRE
MAGAZINE?

LET US KNOW ABOUT YOUR SUCCESSFUL COUNTER DAY,
CONFERENCE, OR SPONSORING EVENTS. SHARE WITH
US YOUR MILESTONES AND PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS,
YOUR COMMUNITY, AND MOTIVATIONAL SPIRIT!
SUBMIT YOUR STORY!
CONTACT THE CES MARKETING DEPARTMENT AT
THEWIRE@CITYELECTRICSUPPLY.COM
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

HOW CES HELPED

BUILDING

CAYMAS BOATS
[Ashland City, Tennessee] - The Hendersonville branch of
City Electric Supply is working with Chris Searcy, owner
of Electrical Concepts, to revamp and retrofit a large
industrial facility as well as build a completely new
structure over the course of a roughly two-year project.
Caymas Boats is a mammoth project with $30 Million
committed just to get the plant up and running. This
job kicked off November 2018, and in approximately
two years, the goal is to update the older building
— formerly belonging to a chemical plant — and
make it operational for manufacturing boats. Once
complete, they will begin building an additional
75,000-square-foot structure over the next few years.

CHALLENGES
CES was asked to supply all electrical materials for the
entire project. When it came to retrofitting the old building,
the facility had to be completely gutted and refinished from
the ground up. This meant all new wiring, conduit, fixtures,
lighting, etc. With no lighting designer or architect to help
with illuminating the facility properly, it was up to Searcy
to plan everything himself.
“There was no lighting designer or engineering firm used
on the build. I did all the lighting design myself. They had
an idea of what they wanted, so with that in mind, and with
Troy’s help, we came up with a good solution. We’re right
at 103 foot-candles. Very even lighting, using all LED
fixtures,” Searcy said.

The lights used are Spring Lighting Group 2x2 high
bays, suggested by CES Hendersonville Outside Sales
Representative Troy Crow. “We’ve sold a ton of them,”
Crow said. “At 28,000 lumens in 20-something foot
ceilings, it provides plenty of nice, clean light that
spreads evenly. We’ve never had problems with them.
We gave him a couple to install so the building owner
could check them out before the big installation,” he said.
This is a tactic used often by Crow. He believes it’s
always best to let the customer physically see how
the light will look, rather than just making suggestions.
However, as simple as the lighting solution seemed,
the entire project was met with challenges throughout.
“The plans for this job changed constantly. This meant having
to adapt to new designs and new machine placements.
A lot of times we’d have to adjust our electrical stuff on
the fly, which meant we were having to constantly call in
new orders from CES. Troy and his team went above and
beyond to provide parts whenever we needed them. They
were adjusting on the fly right along with us,” Searcy said.

For years, Searcy was in and out of Crow’s store,
purchasing supplies without ever opening a charge
account. That didn’t change until he came in one day
with a simple request: he wanted a CES shirt. Crow happily
obliged by giving him a free shirt. A few years later, Searcy
had a large job lined up in Nashville and was unable to get
all the product needed for the job with another wholesaler.

maintenance. As stated, the lights Troy suggested were
SLG 2x2 LED high-bays. By going with Troy’s choice,
Caymas Boats will save roughly 30 to 35 percent on
electrical costs annually.

“He came back to the Hendersonville branch to open an
account and we were able to provide him everything he
needed,” Crow said. “He’s been with us ever since.”

“For lighting, I told him how many lumens I needed, and he
helped me find the proper light. I needed a light that’s easy
to install and also holds a good warranty. Originally, the
building had about one hundred 400W metal-halide fixtures.
With the halides, you’d have to change lamps and ballasts,
and that requires a lot of extra time, labor, and material costs.
Maintenance on LED lighting is pretty much slim to none.”

One competitive advantage for Crow and Searcy’s
relationship is the local supply house market.

Sticking with this cost-saving philosophy, Topaz LED flat
panels were used for the office and breakroom lighting.

“Everybody is so residentially oriented in this area,”
Searcy said. “The benefit to CES is that they’re not so
residential heavy. They’re ready to supply commercial
and industrial, too.”
CES supplied every single piece of electrical material for
the Caymas Boats build. Though Searcy is an industry
veteran with years of experience, he deferred to Crow
for finding the best solutions for the build project;
Crow was an especially big help with lighting.
He aided Searcy in finding proper lighting that was easy
to install, had a great warranty, and required little to no

All of the selected
materials come
from various
brands they
both trust.
Among those
brands were:

• Eaton Cutler-Hammer
• Spring Lighting Group
		

(SLG lighting)

• Topaz Lighting
• Republic
• Cameron
• CME Wire and Cable
• Pass & Seymour
• Allied Electrical Equipment

BEYOND CUSTOMER SERVICE
CES helped Electrical Concepts take on a massive job with
a tremendous workload. With constant adjustments and
changes to plans, it was up to CES to adapt to fit the needs
of the customer and make expert suggestions.

When asked what brought Searcy to CES, he said it
never even crossed his mind to go anywhere else.
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COMMUNITY

ZANDER DAHMER

JACE JONES

Grandparent: James Dahmer

Parent: Matthew Jones

GABRIELLA AVA
MASTROMARCO
Parent: Janice Macedo
Born: January 28, 2019

REQUEST A ONESIE
& SUBMIT A PICTURE!
To order a CES onesie,
send your information to
HR@cityelectricsupply.com

DELILAH ROSE ANDERSEN

ETHAN HEALY FITE

Parent: Jeffery Andersen
Born: November 28, 2017

Parent: Tyler Fite
Born: October 9, 2018

JASE URIAH CATES

CHARLOTTE AND
PAYTON FUCHSGRUBER

Parent: Shawn Cates
Born: December 2018

EDWARD RAYMOND ASH
CUBBAGE

Parents: Kevin & Victoria Fuchsgruber
Born: November 3, 2018

EDDIE GRIFFITH
Parents: Jacob & Kathryn Griffith

Parent: Tricia Dunk
Born: June 7, 2017

AMARA GRACE DAVIS
Parent: Jessie Davis
Born: November 14, 2018

Darren Deachan and Melissa Comacho tied the knot after 11 years
together on June 9, 2018, in a beautiful, intimate wedding in downtown
Charleston, South Carolina.

THEODORE SHILOH
HOLLADAY

LILLIAN GRACE
KIMBRELL
Grandparent: Ben Davis
Born: September 19, 2018

SOPHIA MARIE KIMBER
Parent: Andrew Kimber
Born: December 7, 2018

JACK ARNO MANSON
Parents: Trenton & Nicole Manson
Born: Sept. 19, 2018

Parents: Denni & Michelle Roca
Born: February 11, 2019

AVAIA BROOKLYN SMITH
WOODS
Parent: Andrea Woods
Born: June 29, 2018

HUDSON JAMES ANDREW
WHITTAKER
Parent: Sean Whittaker
Born: November 22, 2018

JC MARUJO

GRACIE JOY VANDIVER

Parent: Jaime Marujo

Parent: Tyler Vandiver
Born: January 8, 2019

Parents: Ryan & Amie Holladay
Born: October 8, 2018

MARRIAGE BY THE NUMBERS

CAMILO ROCA

VIVA LAS VEGAS

Melissa Goddard, Assistant Credit Manager (left), tied the
knot with Ashleigh Bond on February 24, 2019, at Freemont
Chapel in Las Vegas, Nevada. Congratulations to you both!

Darren is an Assistant Controller for the Charleston Division accounting
office, and Melissa is Charleston’s accounting office AP Manager. With
more than 25 years of experience at the company between the two of
them, they couldn’t be more grateful to CES for bringing them together.
6 | THE WIRE APRIL 2019
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COMMUNITY

SHARING
THE
LOVE
WITH CES CARES
I just want to say how wonderful it is that CES Cares!
It means a lot knowing that I work for a company who strives
to be a light during hard times.
Giving back to our communities and offering support to
those who are hurting or who are in more dire circumstances
than us leads to personal growth and community growth.
It’s imperative in bridging the gap between us all, and I’m
proud to say that City Electric Supply is helping every step
of the way.
I serve on the Board of Directors for a local nonprofit here
in the Triad. We support families who have experienced
pregnancy or infant loss in two of the largest markets in
North Carolina.

Office Manager over the Hickory, Smoky Mountain, and
Washington Districts.
This year, my husband and I donated around 300 balloons to
be released in memory of all the children being represented.
One of the local CES branches was even kind enough to
let us use the truck to transport the balloons and rentals
for the event.
Thank you for helping us give back to our communities,
City Electric Supply!

Volunteering monthly at The Bridge is one of the most humbling and fulfilling things
I can do. Just seeing how the people are so happy and grateful makes you look at your
problems very differently. It’s pretty awesome to work for a company that provides
you the opportunity to give back on a regular basis.— LEKESHI SANDERS, CES PROPERTY DIVISION

- Amy McKinney

My involvement with the Heartstrings program began in
2009, nearly one year after my husband and I lost our infant
twins, Emma and Josh. They were born prematurely and
fought to stay with us, but their bodies just could not sustain.
At 10 days, our son died. At 14 days, our daughter joined
him in heaven.
Over the past 10 years, I have worked with families who have
known this horrifying loss, and it has been such a huge part
of my healing journey.
Thankfully, CES has been super supportive! Darren allowed
me time for meetings. Branches allowed the use of their
trucks to transport different items for different events. Branch
Managers and District Managers individually donated money
to our Walk for Remembrance & Hope, our organization’s
largest fundraiser of the year.
I am very proud to say that with the support and donations
from countless CES employees, our family has been the top
fundraiser for the last five years in a row!
Other CES families have also benefited from Heartstrings
over the years as well, including Lisa Varney, the District
8 | THE WIRE APRIL 2019

UPLIFT CHARLESTON
A few CES employees are taking the time to help clothe
the homeless in Charleston. After collecting lightly used
clothes from all over the city and surrounding areas, Aaron
CStock, Jackie Grey, and Neil Grey head to downtown
Charleston and North Charleston to hand out much-needed
clothing to the homeless and needy. Give a big hand to
Aaron, Jackie, and Neil for starting Uplift Charleston!
If anyone is interested in providing donations to their
group, you can find them on Facebook by searching
for Uplift Charleston.
August 4, 2018, event at Children’s Advocacy Center
for back to school
THE WIRE APRIL 2019 | 9

NEWS & EVENTS

MAKING
A
WISH
WITH
CES CARES

Since the partnership began three years ago, we have
raised over $155,000. As a result of the efforts made in
2018, City Electric Supply Canada has now achieved
Platinum Leadership status as sponsors!
On December 11, 2018, CES hosted an event at Dave
& Buster’s in Vaughan, Ontario, for staff, family, and vendors
to celebrate our annual achievement of $100,000. This
contribution to Make-A-Wish® helped grant the wishes
of 10 children.
Guests at the event were treated to a full banquet dinner
(sponsored by Premise LED), raffle prizes, free PowerPlay
cards to enjoy in the arcade room, and had special guest
appearances from Spider-Man, Princess Bell, Stormtroopers,
and Santa Claus himself, who gave each child a gift card
to Toys R’ Us Canada.
A Make-A-Wish family was present and shared their
experiences with attendees that evening. Sixteen-year-old
Stephanie, shown in the bottom right photo, was
born with a serious birth defect called Omphalocele.
Her story helped everyone gain insight on the real
importance of how our contributions impact the lives
of Make-A-Wish children everywhere.
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CHILDRENS HEALTH TOY DRIVE

108 toys were collected during our London District
Christmas party for the local Children’s Health Foundation.
This truckload of toys were sent to London’s Children
Hospital and went to the kids in need and their siblings,
as well as the general waiting and play areas of the hospital.
This fantastic group effort
made by the London
District really deserves a
BIG Thank You! The kids
were so excited to receive
these surprise Christmas
gifts. Pictured is Tom Jubb,
London District Manager.

THE WIRE APRIL 2019 | 11

NEWS & EVENTS

CHECK OUT PHIL’S WHEELS

STAFF MILESTONES

Randy Blair, Sales Representative (left)

Murray Daniels, Sales Representative

COUNTER DAYS

Victoria Geoff, Inside Sales

DAYTON, OH

5

YEARS

Greg Gilding, Operations Manager

Dimitrii Dubrovinski, Sales Representative

Darryl Pierce, Reporting Specialist

Last July, Phil Adams competed in two endurance cycling
events! He completed the 80-mile Tour de Paris in Paris,
Texas, and the 100-mile Hotter’n Hell in Wichita Falls, Texas.
Way to go, Phil!

City Electric Supply Dayton in Dayton, Ohio, served nearly
100 lunches for their final “Third Thursday Lunch and Learn”
of summer 2018. They brought out Dayton’s #1 ranked food
truck, McNasty’s, a long-time staple in the area. Their driver,
Tyler “Chuck Wagon” Woodside, stepped up big time and
manned the ticket table in the 90-degree weather! “The
contractors really enjoy the monthly lunch and new product
knowledge they gain. They’re already looking forward to next
summer.” – Brad Powers, Branch Manager

MOVEMBER CHARLOTTE
MUSTACHE CLUB
Mary Myers, Tamco Product Specialist

Dennis Thompson,
Sales Representative (left)

Ryan Crowe, Inside Sales

LIBERTY, MO
CES Liberty in Liberty, Mo., had a fun Counter Day in
September catered by Hooters. Multiple vendors were
present and there were plenty of giveaway items distributed.

10
YEARS

Devin Clarke, Branch Manager

Kevin Goldsworthy,
Operations Manager (left)

Alek Janus, Branch Manager (right)

15

20

35

YEARS

Laurie Joncas, Branch Manager
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YEARS

Adam Fabiano,
Sales Representative (right)

YEARS

Iain Loughran, District Manager

Gary Tubbs and the Charlotte District added on to the
Movember festivities with a big donation of their own!
With nearly 100% participation from employees at all of
their branches, they were able to raise $1,000 for St. Jude
Children’s Hospital. In addition to the donation, employees
with the best whiskers received prizes of their own. A big
thank you to everyone at the Charlotte District!
First Place ($250)

Steve Carman

CES Indian Land

Second Place ($100)

Tyler Marshall

CES Matthews

Worst Stache ($50)

Tyler Griffin

CES Westinghouse

ORLANDO, FL
The Orlando Central branch hosted a huge Counter Day,
keeping the house packed all day. Customers took advantage
of the vendor offerings and the show special of the day… and,
of course, some good barbecue.
THE WIRE APRIL 2019 | 13

CES ONLINE
& TAMCO

JOINT VENTURE
IN CHARLOTTE

AMERICAN
JOBS | WORKERS | TOOLS
Across the U.S. our forges blaze, our assembly lines
run true, and our people continue to put six generations’
worth of expertise into every tool we create.
While Klein has grown with the global economy, we have
never lost our commitment to the American tradespeople
who have trusted our tools for more than 160 years.

www.kleintools.com
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During the first week of October, CES Online and TAMCO
opened the doors of the facility in Charlotte, N.C., to
area branch managers to tour. The facility is managed by
Lamont Ratchford, who joins the company with years of
experience managing several global warehouses. This
160,000-square-foot warehouse has nearly $12 million
in inventory between CES Online and TAMCO material.
It is 100,000 square feet larger than the WB1 facility in
Jacksonville, Fla. The upgraded facility will help with the
CES Online and TAMCO inventories as CES Online has
an average of 20,000 SKUs, and TAMCO is estimated
to have another 20,000-30,000 SKUs available to
branches. The combined catchment area for both
WB1 and WB2 allows for one- or two-day shipping for
the majority of the East Coast. Although they may be
outside of the expedited shipping area, branches across
the nation have access to these facilities as well.
Throughout the week, John Gray, Rich Antonaros, Jordan
Douthit, and Alexa Good spoke on what lies ahead for the
CES Online department and the impact it will have on the
company. Co-COO John Gray specifically spoke on the
growing ecommerce trends across the industry and how
CES Online can help bring in new business to the branches.
Rich Antonaros, CES Online North American Operations
Manager, discussed the value-added services that CES
Online provides such as next day shipping from Web
Fulfillment, Customer Support, Online Bill Pay, Sales

Support, and Wire Services that are free of charge for
branch use. Antonaros also talked about the direction
of CES Online and how the online services will go
customer facing within the next few months.
Frank McShane, Co-Vice President of TAMCO, spoke
on the WB2 facility and the future of TAMCO. McShane
explained that CES has had success because we have kept
it “R.E.A.L.” His take is that our reputation, enthusiasm,
acknowledgment, and loyalty to each other, to the customer,
and to the company is how CES has quickly become the
nation’s eighth largest wholesaler and is widely regarded
as a powerhouse in the electrical wholesale business.
McShane discussed how CES Online and TAMCO need to
continually improve at getting products to our branches to
make serving our customers easier. By opening facilities
such as WB2, we can make that goal a reality. McShane
teased about the 400,000-square-foot facility that is currently
being built in Port St. Lucie and more joint facilities such
as WB2 that he hopes to open in the next few years.
During the week, Thomas Hartland-Mackie and Phil Flaherty
made a guest appearance and spoke with visiting branch
managers and the warehouse staff. Thomas Hartland-Mackie
reiterated the sentiment that the company has no intention of
closing branches as he understands that people still prefer
to do business with people. However, he did acknowledge
that the way people buy is changing and that CES needs
to now offer this service to better serve our customers.
THE WIRE APRIL 2019 | 15
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

RENOVATED BRANCH
REINVENTS CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

NOW IN
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3
At almost 20 years old, the CES branch located in Greenville,
S.C., has been in its current location since 2001. Robert
Brooks started his CES career at this branch in 2012.

all proud to be involved in something like this and it is a
testament to their work ethic. They were eager to see the
finished product, and every one of them had a level of
excitement when they showed up to work,” Brooks said.
“I left the outside sales position here in Greenville in 2016
The branch showroom was completely remodeled with new
to operate the Spartanburg store as the branch manager,”
flooring, lozier fixtures, counters, paint, slat wall, and office
Brooks said. “I returned back to Greenville in 2018 to serve
furniture. Workstations were also added to the layout. The
as the branch manager here.”
additional wall and fixture
space have allowed locations
This
has
been
an
extremely
well-received
remodel.
The building itself is almost
with these remodels to stock
Customers that have come to the store for years tell their showroom shelves with
60 years old, so one of his
first agenda items as branch
me how great the store looks in comparison to the more products and materials.
manager was to remodel
other supply houses around town.
the store using the new
“The customers are now
CES merchandising. The
able to browse the store
showroom underwent a remodel about 10 years ago,
while waiting for orders to be pulled. This not only decreases
but he felt the store as a whole needed a facelift.
the customer’s wait time, but it also increases counter sales
productivity and generates higher sales,” Brooks said. “It
“We had mismatched racks. There was no real
also allows employees to have a voice in deciding what goes
cohesiveness to the store. Remodeling the store
on the shelf. If they think we should bring a product out front
to match the new CES standard allows us to create
that’s been selling well, this format lets them do that.”
a consistent feeling throughout the store with a full
retail merchandise appearance,” Brooks said.
Brooks said he’d recommend the new layout to everyone.
With a constant stream of compliments, it’s easy to
Brooks and his employees took it upon themselves to
understand why.
change the face of their store. Starting in October 2018,
they worked tirelessly, day in and day out, to complete
the store in just four weeks.
“Those guys working on the store like they did meant
everything to me. I relied heavily on the experience of Jack
Adams, who worked at the branch for nearly 15 years, but
there was some newer staff here, too. One of our employees
had only been here a week, another just a month. It allowed
them to take some ownership over the design. They were
16 | THE WIRE APRIL 2019

TAKE A LOOK AT ALL OF THE NEW BRANCHES THAT HAVE OPENED SINCE OUR LAST ISSUE
1 CES Dulles Airport

4 CES Valparaiso

7 CES High Point

2 CES Batesville

5 CES Nashville West

8 CES Lawrenceville

3 CES Murrieta

6 CES Apex

9 CES Jacksonville South

CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY

EXPANDS

OPENING in April 2019 are
two locations in western Canada:
West Edmonton, Alberta;
and Regina, Saskatchewan.

Left to Right: Butch Gibson, Brad Wilson, Patrick Rabley,
Dylan Harrison, Brandon Parris, Jack Adams, Rob Brooks
THE WIRE APRIL 2019 | 17

NEWS & EVENTS

GOLF SCRAMBLE
ORLANDO

The Orlando and Daytona Districts hosted their third annual
Holiday Golf Scramble in December. Put together by District
Manager Micah O’Steen, the tournament had more than
70 customers, CES branch managers, and sales reps who
participated. It was a successful day of fun on the golf course
while building and strengthening business relationships.
“It’s a relationship-building event with our branches and our
customer base,” O’Steen said. “Eaton co-op funds business
development events every year, and this is just one of them
that we put together.”

this past year. I always feel good about giving back like that
and the customers love it, too. We’ve had great success with
it,” O’Steen said.

The two prior golf tournaments O’Steen organized were
also very successful, and the event has grown each year.
The tournament is centrally located in Clermont, Fla.,
a convenient place for both the Orlando and Daytona
Districts to come together.

According to O’Steen, “A lot of planning goes into it. It gets
kind of stressful leading up to the event, but the day of is
always a big relief. Seeing how much the customers enjoy
the event makes it all worth it. And, while I do a lot of the
planning myself, our volunteers are a big help too. I couldn’t
make it happen without them.”

O’Steen believes golf provides a great opportunity to
build relationships, which is the idea behind the tournament.
Pairing customers, managers, outside sales reps, and
Eaton representatives allows everyone to get to know
each other better.

After such a successful track record, O’Steen doesn’t plan to
stop hosting the tournament any time soon. An annual favorite
between customers, employees, and vendors, it’s something
that everyone eagerly anticipates.

“We have a lot of customers out there, and this provides them
time outside of a normal business setting to bond and build
relationships. This is a relationship business, and when you
spend a solid four to five hours with someone with a common
interest, you’re going to get to know that person better,”
O’Steen said.

THE CUSTOMERS REALLY LOVE THE EVENT. WE GET
A LOT OF COMPLIMENTS. EVEN AFTER IT’S OVER, I’LL
HEARBACKFROMBRANCHESANDCUSTOMERSALIKE,
ASKING WHEN THE NEXT ONE IS.

But the tournament isn’t all about golfing and business.
With the event taking place during the holiday season,
O’Steen encouraged everyone to give back. So, he
decided to also have the tournament double as a toy
drive benefiting Toys for Tots.
“We helped generate something for a good cause, and t
hat’s always special. We had well over 200 toys donated

With plans already started for this year’s tournament, O’Steen
has a few changes in mind to make this one even better.
“I’d like to bring a few more vendors into the mix and switch
up the venue to make it more convenient for all customers and
branches,” O’Steen stated. “And of course, I will definitely be
getting CES Cares involved, and hopefully get some more
toys donated for these kids!”

CES
SKILLS
USA
SkillsUSA is a national membership association serving
middle school, high school, and college students who are
preparing for careers in trade, technical, and skilled service
occupations. SkillsUSA partners with students, teachers, and
those in the industry, working together to ensure America has
a skilled workforce and to help students excel in whatever
path they may choose.
City Electric Supply Tolleson in Tolleson, Ariz., was
approached by John Oliver of Oliver Electric to see if they’d
like to donate supplies to this year’s SkillsUSA Region 5
tournament. After researching the program, Branch Manager
Jose Rivera was all in. He started making calls to distributors
for some help, and APEX Electrical was one of those who
stepped up.
The SkillsUSA tournament was an amazing experience for
anyone who went, as 35 high school students demonstrated
excellent skills in math, electrical wiring, and pipe bending.
The preparation those young people showed is a testament to

18 | THE WIRE APRIL 2019

the teachers who did everything they could to help drive the
students’ interest and passion toward these trades.
Kevin Avalos won first place, Luis Diaz won second place, and
Sharley Fabro won third place. Branch Manager Rivera was
especially proud of Sharley Fabro as she reminded him of his
own daughter who he encourages to follow her heart every
day. All three of the winners demonstrated skills beyond their
years and are now headed to the state championship.
Rivera was especially touched by his entire experience at
the SkillsUSA competition, and he’d recommend all CES
branches to get involved with SkillsUSA. Not only is it a great
way to promote City Electric Supply, but it allows each branch
to give back to their community and give young people a
chance to be inspired to enter the trade.
Rivera is proud to be a CES employee, and he’s thankful that
CES gives everyone the opportunity to give back.
THE WIRE APRIL 2019 | 19

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

EMPLOYEE
APPRECIATION
At City Electric Supply, we have always said our greatest asset is our people. We cherish each and every member of the CES
team, and we love showcasing those who go above and beyond. We asked people in the company to help us highlight these
special CES team members by recognizing their co-workers and sharing stories about what makes them so great!

WYATT BARWICK | CES Goldsboro, N.C. | Nominated by Margaret Thompson

MARCELLA MASTRODONATO | CES Arizona Projects Department | Nominated by Paula Walker

As Branch Manager at CES Goldsboro in Goldsboro, N.C., Wyatt Barwick makes you feel like family when working with
him. He came aboard four years ago, and the store has never been more efficient, and the customers have never been
happier. Wyatt goes to every end to see that a customer is happy and has everything that they need. On more
than one occasion, he has even driven more than an hour back to the store to help a customer get the materials they
need. CES Goldsboro simply wouldn’t be what it is today without Wyatt leading the branch.

Marcy Mastrodonato is our Projects Coordinator here in Peoria, Ariz. She does a great job and really makes a
difference at CES. She’s easy to work with, and I appreciate her very much!

NASH HIGH | CES Waynesville, NC | Nominated by Jason Alexander

JOEL MCLAUGHLIN | CES Orlando Central, FL | Nominated by Robert Burrows

Nash High is the Operations Manager at CES Waynesville in Waynesville, N.C., and he simply does outstanding work.
Nash has surpassed all of my expectations I have of a manager. He is extremely knowledgeable and resourceful.
Nash takes the time to meet customer demands no matter how hard he has to work, and he has a true passion
for providing knowledgeable, cost-efficient strategies for our customers. He puts in more than enough time, effort, and
dedication. When I have a question about a product, a problem, or just a general inquiry about anything, he is always
eager to help guide me. Nash has bettered my knowledge and understanding of the trade.

Joel McLaughlin, who goes by JJ, is the prime example of working up the ladder to achieve greatness at City
Electric Supply. He’s been with the company for four years, and he has excelled in every position, including his
current role as Operations Manager here at CES Orlando Central in Orlando, Fla. JJ brings a level of excitement to
the branch, and customers love him and his work ethic. We enjoy his leadership, direction, and willingness to get
his hands dirty to help us achieve all of our goals. As Branch Manager, I know that when I’m not in the building,
JJ is capable of running the show and can keep the branch moving in the right direction.

ALEX HILL | CES Cedar Park, TX | Nominated by Jacquelyn Hufford

CHRISTIE PETERSON | CES Mobile Central, AL | Nominated by Lee Stanford

Alex Hill has been with City Electric Supply for nearly six years, and he always goes above and beyond for our
customers. He’s very kind and funny, and he shows initiative, immediately loading materials for our customers whether
it’s a scheduled delivery or will call. Just last week, we had a customer mention Alex’s great attitude and how he
could tell Alex really cared about his job and CES. We love having Alex at CES Cedar Park in Cedar Park, Texas;
he contributes enormously to this team each and every day.

Christie Peterson has been with CES Mobile Central in Mobile, Ala., since August 2018, and she’s made our life
at the branch much more enjoyable. Not only has she taken on a lot of branch responsibility, but she is also our
“Branch Mom” and keeps the rest of us in line. She handles branch activities and events on social media which
really helps to keep our customers engaged with our branch. From handling returns and walk-in customers to
running our branch’s social media, I’m confident there’s nothing she can’t do. Not to mention, she brings us candy.
I guarantee our lives would not be as bright if it weren’t for Christie.

ROBERT HYSHAW | CES Atlanta Metro Group | Nominated by Wade Eldred

CHASE RICE | CES Brandon, FL | Nominated by Samantha Warner
From working as a delivery driver to securing a promotion to become the Operations Manager at CES Brandon in
Brandon, Fla., Chase Rice has always showed kindness, courtesy, and professionalism. Since Chase started with CES
in 2012, I’ve had the opportunity to see him grow over the years. Working with him has allowed us to build healthy,
trusting relationships with customers. He delivers to customers after hours, gives his personal number
to customers for emergencies, and I’ve never had a single complaint about him. He has so much respect for me,
his co-workers, and especially our customers. I’ve been truly blessed to be able to work with him these last five years
at CES Brandon.

Robert Hyshaw has more than 19 years with City Electric Supply. He’s a team player, and he’s always
there to help new employees with his vast knowledge, experience, and expertise of the electrical industry.
Whenever we need a volunteer for hard projects, Robert is the first to jump at the opportunity. I’m
proud to call him my co-worker and friend!
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

DENISE TERENTINO & KATIE E. SIMMONS
Charleston Accounting Division | Nominated by Andie Moraska
Denise Terentino and Katie E. Simmons are the foundation of the Accounts Receivable Dept.
in the Charleston Accounting Division. Every day they provide excellent customer service, assist
our branches with anything they need, keep our cash book balanced, and so much more.
For months we were short staffed, and these ladies stepped up to the challenge of handling
everything on the floor without falling behind. They are a great addition to our team, and they’re
simply irreplaceable. Words cannot express enough how invaluable they are to us here.

JOSE VALES | CES Altamonte Springs, FL | Nominated by Ted Simpson
Jose Vales is the face of our branch and our counter at CES Altamonte Springs in Altamonte Springs, Fla. Our
customers are as much a part of our business as a part of his life. He truly connects with the customers and cares
about getting them what they need each day. When I first came to CES Altamonte Springs, he hugged and welcomed
me to the store and company in a way that I knew I wanted to further my career here. Since then, he has mentored
many of the co-workers and me. He never demands credit; he just wants to help others the best way that he
knows how. Once, while out on deliveries, my truck’s gate broke, and I wasn’t able to make deliveries. Jose came,
picked me up, and he helped me make all of the deliveries that day. That would never have happened without Jose’s
help. His leadership and attitude around our store make CES Altamonte Springs what it is today.

BRYAN SIEK | IT Department, Dallas, TX | Nominated by Joe Serna

MATT WALTON | CES Wake Forest University, NC | Nominated by Chris Wright

Bryan Siek took the CES Online Data Content Department on his shoulders and just ran with it. After some changes
here in the department this past year, Bryan has gone far beyond his duties. He is definitely taking the department
by storm. From fulfilling his responsibilities as a Product Specialist to running communication between the Data
Content Department and the web team, he makes sure everything goes smoothly. To become an even bigger help,
Bryan has also begun learning Structured Query Language (SQL) and code writing to assist David Fulton, our
manager. He relies heavily on Bryan on the day-to-day operations, and we couldn’t do what we do without him.

In February 2018, Matt Walton was promoted from the counter to the Operations Manager position here at CES Wake
Forest University in Winston Salem, N.C. From inventory control to customer service, Matt can do anything we ask
of him. His work ethic speaks for itself. Congratulations to Matt and his accomplishments!
Keep up the good work!

SIANA STRICKLAND | North Carolina Accounting Division | Nominated by Amy McKinney
Siana Strickland is the Credit Manager in the North Carolina Accounting Division. She’s a remarkable employee,
co-worker, and friend, and she’s a breast cancer survivor! Over the past two years, Siana has had to be out of
the office more than she would like. Yet, even while going through chemo, she would still work from home.
She is someone who truly does go above and beyond! She’d even show up for people’s birthdays and holiday
celebrations, putting others first despite the difficult time she was going through. It’s easy for me to say that she
is not just a co-worker, but a true friend.

TROY WAY | CES Fernandina Beach, FL | Nominated by Kurt Aplin

DUSTIN STRICKLAND | CES Cartersville, GA | Nominated by Craig Smith
Dustin Strickland does exceptional inventory work at CES Cartersville in Cartersville, Ga.
He’s well-organized, and he helps our branch run smoothly!

Troy Way has been a driver with CES Fernandina Beach in Fernandina Beach, Fla., since 1999. With more than 20
years at our branch, Troy is often identified as “City Electric” by our customers. He’s the face of our branch and the
center of everything we do. Troy knows everyone in our small community, and he’ll go out of his way to provide
great customer service. He always delivers the material promptly, and no one can say a bad word about the guy. Not
only does Troy work the counter, but he also keeps the warehouse clean and well-organized. I don’t know how he finds
the time in the day to do everything that he does.

DELIVERING AMAZING WORK

MICHAEL STRAUSS | TAMCO Group | Nominated by John Fredericks
Michael Strauss is a great help, and he is always the first to step up and help customers. As a TAMCO rep, he keeps
track of all samples and notifies me when they arrive. He even helps me evaluate the samples, and he is always helpful
relating the benefits of the TAMCO products so that I will be able to sell more. He has helped me immensely, and I
continue to look forward to working with him.

BONNIE THOMAS | CES Rome, GA | Nominated by Steven Hopper
Bonnie Thomas does an amazing job, and she has had to put up with all of us guys through the years here at CES
Rome in Rome, Ga. She’s been a mentor, mother, nurse, and friend to all of us. With more than 30 years of
experience in the business, she is the go-to for all electrical questions. Her lighting knowledge really sets her apart,
and customers even come from surrounding counties just to see her because they know she can guide them to the
fixture of their dreams. I mean it when I say that we could not do what we do without her!

Joe Cruz, President of Electrical Handyman Services, has recognized Jimmie Manning for all his great work as a CES Delivery
Driver. From his excellent demeanor to his industry knowledge, Jimmie has been a great help to Joe and his business! He even
would like Jimmie to be his regular driver whenever Electrical Handyman Services requests orders. This is just another great
example of how our CES employees make an impact in their community.
Keep up all the hard work, Jimmie!
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HUNTING
WITH CES

Gary and his crew did a great job and worked their butts off under less than ideal conditions
for all of us.The lodge was perfect for the crew size you had, and everything was outstanding.
Thank you CES and Cutler-Hammer! — JOSEPH A, PETRULAK, PETRULAK/BLAIS ELECTRIC

A few weeks after Hurricane Michael moved through the
southeast U.S., Regional Manager Mike Bertone held two
hunting trips for more than 30 guests and vendors. The
eye of the category three storm passed directly over the
hunting lodge in Colquitt, Ga., with winds over 125 mph.
The surrounding forest was devastated. Downed powerlines
and fallen trees were everywhere, but, with the help of a few
friends and family, the amazing crew at TGH was able to clear
paths in the forest and help repair the hunting stands to make
the CES hunt possible.
In Colquitt, a few days before the first hunt in November,
things were getting back to normal, and the hunt was on as
planned. However, the weather didn’t want to let up. Warm,
rainy days followed, and the deer weren’t as active. Although
the harvest wasn’t as plentiful as in previous years, the team
still managed to harvest a 14-point buck, a 9-point buck, two
8-point bucks, a 7-point buck, as well as a few does and big
hogs. Even with the bad weather, the trip was a huge success.
Everyone had a blast and enjoyed the food and comradery.
We want to thank our sponsors, Pass and Seymour, and
Eaton, for their support making this trip possible. We would
also like to thank the crew at TGH for working so hard to get
things cleaned up so our guests could enjoy another excellent
hunting trip with superior hospitality!

Once again, it was an awesome trip,
and you guys really know how to take
MIKE PRIDE,
care of your customers. —
PRIDE ELECTRIC
It was an awesome trip! Thanks again
CLIFFORD “RAY” ARNOLD,
for including me! —
ARLINGTON ELECTRIC

Had a great time, and I think I gained 10 pounds, at least!
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Just wanted to drop a note and thank you
for the trip. I had a great time with a great
bunch of guys.— MURRAY PARKER, MAURICE ELECTRIC INC.

— ERIC LETOURNEAU, WIRENUTZ INC.

I’d like to personally thank CES and Pass and Seymour. You guys always go over the top
to make us happy, and this hunt was no exception. I think I speak for the group when I say
a good time was had by all! — DALE C. BRICKNER, BRICKNER ELECTRIC CORPORATION
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CHESAPEAKE
CUSTOMER APPRECIATION
After two cancellations due to hurricanes Florence and
Michael reaching land on the East Coast in September and
October, the Virginia East District was finally able to hold
their customer appreciation event aboard the Spirit of Norfolk
Cruise Ship in December 2018.

“I didn’t want to plan it too early and interfere with our
customers’ work schedules, and I didn’t want to plan it too
late so it cut into their family time. I was able to work with
the Spirit of Norfolk team and have them schedule a special
private cruise between their lunch and dinner cruises.”

“This was our first appreciation event on a ship,” Brides
Dozier, Branch Manager of the Chesapeake South location,
said. “So, we had to work around hurricane season. It was
really unexpected, and we had to cancel our original date and
our backup date.”

This unique event allowed customers to get one-on-one
time with vendors where they could ask questions, connect
with products, and participate in giveaways. This experience
benefited not only the customers but the vendors as well. It
allowed them to do demonstrations and speak face to face
with the people who buy their products.

This district does customer appreciation events frequently.
They had a great turnout at the event held at Top Golf in years
past, but Dozier wanted to do something they hadn’t done
before — something that made the customers feel special.
“I wanted to do something different, and I saw the boat.
I knew it was large enough to accommodate all of our
customers and vendors. I came up with the idea, went to my
District Manager and he told me if I got vendors to support it,
we could get it done,” Dozier said.
All of the branches came together and reached out to multiple
vendors, eventually partnering with one, including CME
Wire & Cable, Invictus Sales & Marketing (NSI Industries),
Siemens, Bill Wade & Associates (Keystone Technologies),
Broan-Nutone, L. W. French (Pass & Seymour & Lutron),
Carter York Agency (Classic Wire and Cable & Data Comm),
George Pickett & Associates (Brother Mobile Solutions), 3M,
and Resource Lighting (Lithonia Lighting). Each vendor gave
$600 to put toward the event.
With roughly 100 of the top customers from
the district and 10 vendors, they set sail
on the Elizabeth River
with the entire ship
to themselves.

“I think it was great to have customers interact with our
vendors,” Dozier said. “They communicate with us and give
us information to pass along to our customers. But when they
can speak directly to the customers, that works out better for
everyone. They loved it just as much as the customers. They
told us to let them know when we’re having our next one.”
With the event so well-received, Dozier plans to do another
one this year. Of course, he intends to do it before hurricane
season hits this time.

Introducing Intermatic
Low-Profile Expandable
In-Use Weatherproof Covers

“All of the customers really enjoyed it and would love to do it
again. Good food definitely helped everybody have a good
time. The branch managers want to get more vendors next
year. Hopefully, we can go from 10 to 15 vendors and make
it even better!

Tired of fussing with bulky, hard-to-open weatherproof
covers? Upgrade your next project with Low-Profile
Expandable In-Use Weatherproof Covers from Intermatic.

Expanded
Possibilities

Combining the durable construction installers count
on with improved aesthetics and a sleek, modern
design, low-profile in-use covers are a fresh alternative
to traditional weatherproof cover options. Available in
standard and extra-duty configurations, low-profile
in-use covers include an expandable front window that
can be collapsed to save space when not in use as well as
a no-hassle latch, with lockable hasp, that can be opened
effortlessly with one hand.
Learn more today at
Intermatic.com/low-profile-in-use-cover

WP7000G
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CASE STUDY

Contractor Series

LED Wraparound
The CWLLED Contractor Series LED Wraparound
provides wide distributions while maintaining a low
profile in a variety of applications including offices,
hallways, and industrial assembly.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

ASHEVILLE FORD
DEALERSHIP
- Asheville, North Carolina

The Asheville Ford Dealership is the self-proclaimed
“undisputed Ford leader in Asheville, North Carolina.”
A statement that bold is strongly supported by their
willingness to make shopping there the best experience
possible for the customer. Because of the high regard they
hold customers in, it’s only natural that Asheville Ford would
want to upgrade their lighting in order to continue giving
customers the best experience.
In the pursuit of improving their lighting, Asheville Ford
worked hard to find the best solution to upgrade their
customer experience while meeting their budgetary goal.
Tamlite Lighting, in partnership with Fusion Lamps,
provided the perfect combination of performance and
affordability with the FLEDSBR retrofit.

Damp location rated
Dimmable
Integrated surge protector
5-year warranty

F4P AMP-P SERIES

Polarized Safety Glasses

FLEDSBR
LED Directional Lamps
Directional-style LED lamps are designed for area lighting
such as parking lots or inside wall packs. Instead of
throwing light 360°, these lights project light only 180°,
making them more efficient in the right application than
honeycomb-style lamps.

These premium anti-fog, camo-framed safety
glasses feature polarized lenses to reduce
glare, making hazards easier to see on the
job site.
FEATURES:
• Camouflage, lightweight, and flexible
polycarbonate frame
• Contoured lenses provide excellent
peripheral coverage
• Available only in smokey
Softrubberarmsforall-daycomfort

Features
• Direct wire 100-277V AC
• 5000K Color Temperature
• 5-year warranty

The FLEDSBR is an LED shoebox retrofit with a cool 5000K
color temperature. By using retrofits, the existing fixtures
won’t have to be replaced, and the lighting will still improve,
solving the problem at Asheville Ford.
With a 50,000-hour lifetime, the FLEDSBR will save
Asheville Ford money on replacement costs and
maintenance labor.
By adding the FLEDSBR to the existing units, Asheville Ford
was able to upgrade their lighting in a way that benefited
their building their customers.
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Adjustable nose
piece for ultimate fit

Fog-resistant, 99.9% UV
protective, polarized, and
ANSI Z87.1 impact rated
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VERITAS STEEL
- Palatka, Florida
Set in the pleasant town of Palatka, Fla., Veritas Steel
continues to be an innovator in the bridge fabrication industry.
With over 100 years of experience, Veritas Steel provides the
plans for fabricating bridges from start to finish. This includes
developing shop drawings, purchasing materials, fabricating
the final product, and testing the product to ensure it meets
all requirements.
At Veritas Steel, precision is paramount, which is why they
needed lighting that would be up to par for their facility.
They needed reliable lighting that would last a long time,
and the TAMHBD turned out to be a perfect fit.
The TAMHBD series is ideal for rugged environments because
of its IP66 rating and die-cast aluminum housing. The high
ambient heat rating of 131°F means that this fixture can handle
the blistering heat of warehouse ceilings in the summertime.
With the TAMHBD, Veritas Steel is getting long-lasting lighting
they can depend on, allowing them to get the job done
without interruption.

BEFORE

AFTER

TAMHBD
LED High Bay
The TAMHBD is ideal as a
replacement for traditional metal
halide fixtures. The die-cast
aluminum construction coupled
with a low profile make this fixture
an easy install.

GIVING BACK

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Die-cast aluminum housing
150 lumens per watt
131°F ambient temperature rating
IP66-rated

ONE STITCH AT A TIME

Check out our
video case study on

TAMCO team members Suzann Smaldone, Shannon Worley, and Betty
Guillen have crocheted hats for women undergoing cancer treatment.

With an overgrown stockpile of yarn
and desire to help, Suzann, Shannon,
and Betty thought of a great way to
help women in need undergoing
treatment. They plan on crocheting
and donating over 60 hats to the
Jacksonville Cancer Charter of the
American Cancer Society.

TAWL100Y-5 Series

LED Temporary Lighting

The TAWL series LED Temporary Lights
are IP64 rated and ready for any indoor
and outdoor job. These fixtures can be
linked together to operate as one with
the included wireless remote.
IP64
RATING
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Features
• C
 hainable - link multiple
lamp strings together
• 360° beam output
• Includes wireless remote
• IP64 rated
• 5-year warranty

5YEAR

LIMITED
WARRANTY
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PEOPLE OF

People of

TOGETHER,
THEY ALL HOPE
TO CONTINUE
MOVING TAMCO
IN A DIRECTION
THAT BENEFITS
THE CUSTOMER.

Max Johnson
Commercial Director of Electrical

Anthony Moorhead
Commercial Director of Lighting

MEET THE
DIRECTORS
OF TAMCO GROUP
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The three individuals in
these new roles have
been promoted from
within and have proven
they know the vision of
TAMCO and where it’s
heading in the future.

Marc Kemple
Director of Business Development

Change is a part of life. It has to happen for something to
move forward, and few things thrive in stagnant environments.
At TAMCO, big change is happening with the construction of
a new building — a new facility to unite its brands under one
roof. To support this large-scale physical change, TAMCO is
changing its management structure internally. The current
restructuring will serve the same purpose as the new building:
to further unite the TAMCO brands.
The restructuring began with the creation of three
new director positions.
The three individuals in these new roles have been promoted
from within and have proven they know the vision of TAMCO
and where it’s heading in the future: Anthony Moorhead as
the Commercial Director of Lighting, Max Johnson as the
Commercial Director of Electrical, and Marc Kemple as the
Director of Business Development.

Together, they all hope to continue moving TAMCO in a
direction that benefits the customer. With the new director
positions, TAMCO hopes to spearhead changes that the
customer will appreciate. “The restructuring means that we
are listening to CES. Our customers have requested that
TAMCO ships as one, is easier to order with, and has a
uniformed approach with its policies. We are working
tirelessly to achieve this goal,” said Moorhead.
Focused on the future, TAMCO must consider how it can best
strengthen its relationship with CES, and what it will become
as we grow together. Johnson has ideas for how things will
naturally progress for both. “I see TAMCO and CES working
together more in the future in creative ways, such as copromotions,” he said. “TAMCO has put a lot of emphasis on
getting things right for the branches, and I think we’re at the
point now where we can turn our attention to CES customers
and work with CES to secure more business.”
The driving focus behind this restructure is making sure
TAMCO is continuously striving to be a better business
partner to CES. This change is an important part of
TAMCO’s future.
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Spotlight

TLP-CSD SERIES

PROJECT BOURBON
GROUNDBREAKING
While preparations have been in place for a while, 2018 marked the year we officially
broke ground on our new 411,000-square-foot facility. On September 13, TAMCO
and CES leadership gathered along with officials from the local government to
celebrate this special day.
The day started out with a meet and greet between honored guests, local officials,
and TAMCO team members. Afterward, attendees made their way to the construction
site where honorary guest speakers and company leaders presented what this project
means to the local community and the future of CES and TAMCO. From center stage,
we heard from local officials Frannie Hutchinson, the chairwoman of St. Lucie County
Commissioners office, as well as Mayor Gregory J. Oravec of the City of Port St. Lucie.
Thomas Hartland-Mackie and both TAMCO Vice Presidents of Operations, Jordan
McGinn and Frank McShane, concluded the ceremony.
After the speeches concluded, TAMCO, CES, and the City of Port St. Lucie made it
official, breaking ground together with golden Project Bourbon shovels. The building
project is scheduled for completion at the end of 2019 with TAMCO planning to move
in early 2020.

3 for the Price of 1
PORT ST. LUCIE, FL

Adjustable LED edge-lit panels
The Adjustable LED Edge-Lit Panel instantly adjusts between
color temperatures through a single switch.
Swap Between 3 Color Temperatures in a Single Unit
2700K | 3000K | 4000K
Ideal for use in airports, retail, education,
and commercial office buildings

www.tamliteusa.com

CLY SERIES
LED Slim-Disc Downlight
The LED Slim-Disc Downlight features an
ultra-low-profile design for more freedom
of installation with value-driven design.
3 Types to Choose From
Low Profile - available in 3", 4", 6", and 8"
Gimbal Low Profile - available in 3" and 4"
Square Low Profile - available in 4" and 6"
Perfect for remodels and new construction

www.tamliteusa.com

Introducing the new
LED High Bay Retrofit Lamp
FLED**HBR/5K Series
Convert any metal halide high bay with the
LED High Bay Retrofit Lamp series. This
lamp offers the longevity and efficiency of
LED without replacing the fixture.

DUAL-SIDEDLEDARRAYS
FULL-BODYHEATSINK

CRISP 5000K COLOR
TEMPERATURE

DIRECT WIRE 100-277V AC

5YEAR

LIMITED
WARRANTY
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